
Aitech Enhances Space Technologies
Production Through Partnership with LACO
Technologies

Aitech LACO Technologies Partnership

Thermal vacuum system enables in-

house testing functionality, better quality

control

CHATSWORTH, CA, UNITED STATES,

April 8, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Aitech Systems, a leading provider of

rugged boards and system level

solutions for military, aerospace and

space applications, has expanded its

in-house space production and testing

capabilities by implementing a thermal

vacuum system from LACO

Technologies, a leading manufacturer of vacuum and leak testing systems. 

This new system enables the testing of space systems and components under hot and cold

temperatures as well as in vacuum conditions, leading to better quality control and streamlined

Instead of sending parts out

for third party verification,

we can manage this critical

aspect of the production

process, improving delivery

and associated costs.”

Ralph Grundler, Director of

Space Business Development

and R&D, of Aitech

manufacturing.

As part of larger production upgraded, Aitech partnered

with LACO to build a custom ‘Space Simulation System’,

also known as the Frontier Thermal Vacuum (TVAC)

System, which includes everything from chambers and

ports to stands and PLC. The addition of a chiller allows the

system to replicate the extreme temperatures experienced

from launch pad to in-orbit operation.

Ralph Grundler, Director of Space Business Development

and R&D, of Aitech, said, “By adding LACO’s Frontier

System to our space product production process, we’re increasing both our in-house efficiency

and our level of quality for customers.  Instead of sending parts out for third party verification,

we can manage this critical aspect of the production process, improving delivery and associated

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://aitechsystems.com/space/
https://aitechsystems.com/space/


costs.”

Aitech’s long-standing history in the space industry led to the production enhancements that the

company is undertaking.  Recognizing that its space customers are shifting from components to

more integrated systems, the company is building an enhanced manufacturing environment to

help manage the different testing needs of customers across all orbit levels and mission

durations.

“As a team of dedicated engineers, we collaborated closely with Aitech throughout the entire

manufacturing process, coming together to share ideas and knowledge. This enabled us to

jointly develop a system that meets Aitech in-house testing that facilitates a more streamlined

production environment and provides quality products in a shorter timeframe,” said Lee

Chamberlain, Vice President, of LACO Technologies.

Aitech, Booth #612, will be on-hand at the 39th Space Symposium, from April 8-11, 2024 in

Colorado Springs, CO to discuss it’s new manufacturing capabilities that include the Frontier

TVAC System from LACO.

For more information please call 888-Aitech-8 (888-248-3248), visit https://bit.ly/Space-Ind or e-

mail sales@aitechsystems.com. 

Get our updates: https://www.linkedin.com/company/Aitech 

About Aitech Systems:

In business for more than three decades, Aitech is one of the world’s first, independent, open

systems architecture, COTS/MOTS innovators offering open standards-based boards and

integrated computing subsystem products, with customization services for rugged and severe

environment, military, aerospace and space applications…i.e. products for Air, Land, Sea and

Space. For more information, please visit www.aitechsystems.com

About LACO Technologies:

LACO Technologies is a leading provider of thermal vacuum testing systems and equipment for

the satellite industry. With a commitment to excellence, innovation, and reliability, LACO's

cutting-edge technology empowers companies to enhance their testing, improve quality, and

increase productivity. To learn more, visit www.Lacotech.com or contact

marketing@lacotech.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/702007492
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